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Our narrow and wide-body SATCOM / Wi-Fi access stands provide a safe and efficient environment for 

ground crews to access the top of the aircraft from either side of the plane.  They are mobile and 

durable and eliminate the need for multiple pieces of equipment to get the job done.  Crews do not 

even require a tug to put them into position.   Our stands feature ground and top platform stations 

which enable operators to position the stand into perfect position. Locking sliders and safety sheets 

prevent accidents or damage.  

APPLICATIONS 

Model 7017 for wide body aircraft.  Boeing B767 to B777 and Airbus A330 to A350 

Model 7027 for narrow body aircraft.  Boeing B737 to 757 and Airbus A319 to A321 

SAFETY COMPONENTS 

 Large work areas with 360 degree fall protection 

 Mechanics work within a confined space, eliminating the need for harness 

 Safety sheets below the work cage mid-rail prevent parts and tools from falling. 

 Slider locking bars safely position the stand and prevent movement. 

 Jib crane reduces potential for injuries to crew carrying heavy tools and equipment. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 

 Small footprint saves valuable hangar space. 

 Strategically placed push bars allow crews to manually position with ease. 

 Multiple towbar placements make moving the stand even easier. 

 Mechanical slider locks allow crew to “push off” without fear of sliders retracting. 

FUNCTION: 

 Extremely time efficient to place the stand onto the aircraft. 

 Can be used inside or out, with options for night time lighting. 

 The large upper area “work pen”  offers dual side approach on aircraft with hard to reach 

antennas and zones. 

 Operators on the upper platform can see full view and make perfect placement. 

 Motorized jib crane (400 lb. capacity) provides lift for heavy antenna, tools, other equipment. 

 Electronic O & M manuals provided along with  tutorials; and include maintenance intervals, and 

order numbers for simple replacement parts. 

OPTIONS: 

 Finishing components and customized options are available based on specific client needs. 

DELIVERY 

 Production time 14-16 weeks after final print approval. 

 

CALL 812-969-2766 for detailed information. 
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